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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Flora and Fauna Management Plan (FFMP) fulfils the requirements of conditions 49 and 50 of the Golden Plains
Wind Farm’s planning permit (PA1700266) and EPBC Approval 2017/7965.
Detailed flora and fauna surveys undertaken between 2016 and 2020 have informed the development of the FFMP.
Four listed flora species were identified on site:
•
•
•
•

Small Milkwort (FFG Act listed);
Small Golden Moths (EPBC and FFG Act listed);
Trailing Hop-bush (EPBC Act listed);
Spiny Rice-flower (EPBC and FFG Act listed).

The location of all listed flora species are shown on the maps that form part of this FFMP and all works have been
located to avoid impacts on these species.
Several listed fauna species were identified on site including Golden Sun Moth, Striped Legless Lizard and Growling
Grass Frog. Impacts to listed fauna species have been mitigated by applying the ‘avoid’ and ‘minimise’ principles
during the design of the Project, with a particular focus on mitigating impacts on high-quality native vegetation which
is likely to provide habitat for listed fauna species. Furthermore, specific mitigation measures for both Striped Legless
Lizard and Growling Grass Frog have been implemented which include detection, salvage and relocation procedures
that will be implement as needed during the construction period.
Impacts on areas of native vegetation have been minimised through an iterative design process and the FFMP
protects remnant native vegetation on site by establishing clearly marked “no-go” zones, and by implementing
appropriate sediment/erosion controls, and plant and equipment wash-down procedures. Dedicated refuelling and
wash-down areas will ensure any spills do not lead to contamination of sensitive areas on site.
During the site induction process, all personnel will be trained in the avoidance of native vegetation, sediment/erosion
control, plant and equipment wash-down procedures, and weed and pathogen control. Specific management actions
and compliance indicators will ensure the controls outlined in the FFMP are implemented appropriately.
The FFMP confirms that all of the Project’s anticipated impacts on significant flora and fauna have been appropriately
assessed and controlled and confirms that the Project’s residual impacts comply with the relevant limits under the
Permit and EPBC Approval. The residual impacts have been used to inform the Project’s offset strategy under the
EPBC Act.
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NOMENCLATURE
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Brett Lane and Associates (now known as Nature Advisory)
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth)
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988
Flora and Fauna Management Plan
Fat-tailed Dunnart
Growling Grass Frog
Golden Plains Wind Farm Management Pty Ltd
Golden Sun Moth
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Spiny Rice-flower
The Project's approval under the EPBC Act (EPBC 2017/7965)
Planning Permit PA1700266
Golden Plains Wind Farm
Wind Energy Facility
Wind Turbine Generator
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1 INTRODUCTION

This Flora and Fauna Management Plan (FFMP) has been prepared by Nature Advisory (formerly Brett Lane &
Associates) for Golden Plains Wind Farm Management Pty Ltd (GPWFM), in relation to the Golden Plains Wind Farm
(the Project).
The Project was approved by the Minister for Planning under Planning Permit PA1700266 (the Permit). The current
version of the Permit was issued on 14 November 2021. The Project received Commonwealth approval under the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 on 1 August 2019 through the issue of approval EPBC
2017/7965 (the EPBC Approval).
This FFMP has been prepared in accordance with Conditions 49 and 50 of the Permit and Condition 5 of the EPBC
Approval. The FFMP has also been prepared to incorporate the biodiversity management measures as outlined in
section 23.6 of the Environmental Management Framework of the Golden Plains Wind Farm Environment Effects
Statement.
The objectives of this plan are to:
1. Identify the areas, values and specific species that require protection during construction and operation of the
Project, and
2. provide management and mitigation measures to protect fauna, retained native vegetation and fauna habitat.
Table 1-1 details which sections of the Flora and Fauna Management Plan comply with each of the specific
requirements outlined in Conditions 49 and 50 of approval for the project.
Table 1-2 details how the Flora and Fauna Management Plan complies with the requirements outlined in the EPBC
Approval.
This plan is divided into the following sections:
•
•
•
•
•

Section 2 includes a description of the Project.
Section 3 documents significant flora and fauna values within the Project site.
Section 4 includes management actions to be implemented in order to protect retained native vegetation
and fauna habitat, including specific management measures for the protection of Striped Legless Lizard
and Growling Grass Frog wetlands.
Section 5 quantifies the residual impact to EPBC protected matters.
Section 6 outlines the timeframe and responsibilities for implementation of the Flora and Fauna
Management Plan.

This Plan was prepared by a team from Nature Advisory, comprising Elinor Ebsworth (Senior Ecologist), Jackson Clerke
(Zoologist) and Inga Kulik (Senior Ecologist and Project Manager).
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Table 1-1: Compliance with Conditions 49 and 50 of Planning Permit (PA1700266)

Condition
49

Requirement
The Environmental Management Plan must include a Flora and Fauna
Management Plan prepared in consultation with DELWP Environment Portfolio.
Once endorsed, the Flora and Fauna Management Plan must be made publicly
available on the project website, and remain publicly available for the life of the
project.

Plan Section(s)
Entire plan

50

The Flora and Fauna Management Plan must include, as a minimum, the
biodiversity management measures outlined in Chapter 23.6.1 of the
Environmental Management Framework of the Golden Plains Wind Farm
Environment Effects Statement and address or satisfy the following requirements:

Entire plan,
Section 4.7

50 a.

pre‐construction targeted flora surveys must be undertaken for flora species
listed under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 and the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth), to assist with the
location of transmission line poles to avoid impacts on listed flora species during
the finalisation of the detailed design of the Project

Section 3.1

50 b.

pre‐construction targeted flora surveys undertaken at the quarry site for flora
species listed under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 and the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1988 (Cth)
all habitat to be retained is to be clearly marked on construction drawings
all habitat (including Plains Grassland vegetation and threatened flora species) to
be retained is to be clearly marked on the ground (e.g. with temporary fencing
and flagging, as well as signage) where located in close proximity to the
development footprint, and designated as ‘no‐go zones’
prohibition of the following activities within ‘no‐go zones’, areas of native
vegetation to be retained, and any tree or vegetation protection zone associated
with the permitted use and/or development, except with the written consent of
the responsible authority:
i.
vehicular or pedestrian access
ii.
trenching or soil excavations
iii.
storage or dumping of any soils, materials, equipment, vehicles,
machinery or waste products
iv.
entry and exit pits for the provision of underground services
V.
any other actions or activities that may result in adverse impacts to
retained native vegetation
all temporary construction disturbance areas to be located in existing cleared
areas to avoid additional removal of remnant vegetation and mature trees
where possible without promoting habitat for pest species, surface and
embedded rocks will not be removed from the site and where possible these will
be reintroduced when they are removed temporarily
identify Growling Grass Frog wetland sites, and where possible avoid placing
infrastructure within 100m of those sites
all workers are to undergo training on measures to detect and avoid impacts to
Striped Legless Lizard, advise the site manager when Striped Legless Lizard is
found, and on avoiding ‘no‐go’ zones
a salvage and relocation protocol for Striped Legless Lizard must be prepared in
compliance with the Wildlife Act 1975
all machinery must enter and exit works sites along defined routes that do not
impact on native vegetation or cause soil disturbance and weed spread

Section 3.1.2

50 c.
50 d.

50 e.

50 f.
50 g.
50 h.
50 i.
50 j.
50 k.
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Section 4.1.1
Section 4.1.1

Section 4.1.1

Section 4.1.1
Section 4.1.1
Section 4.6
Section 4.5
Section 4.5.5
Section 4.1
2

Condition
50 l.

Requirement
all machinery brought onto the site and travelling between farming properties
must be washed down to control spread of weeds and pathogens

Plan Section(s)
Sections 4.1
and 4.2

Table 1-2: Compliance with Condition 5 of EPBC Approval (EPBC 2017/7965)

Condition
5

5 i.
5 ii.

5 iii.

5

Requirement
The approval holder must prepare a Flora and Fauna Management Plan (FFMP) A
draft FFMP must be made available for public review. A summary of all comments
received and how they have been addressed must be published with the final
FFMP. The approval holder must not commence the action until the final FFMP
has been published. The final FFMP must remain published for the period this
approval has effect. The published FFMP must be implemented.
(The FFMP must include, but not be limited to:)
Baseline survey information as required by Condition 3
Spatial maps, description and quantification of the impacts to protected matters
from taking the approved action as shown in the plan(s) required by condition 4.
Impacts from both construction and operation must be addressed. The
quantification of impacts must demonstrate that residual impacts to protected
matters not specified in Condition 1 or Condition 2 will not be significant.
Commitments to management measures and outcomes (including timeframes for
achieving outcomes) to ensure the avoidance of impacts to protected matters and
their habitat outside of the final layout identified in plan(s) required by Condition
4, including performance criteria, triggers for corrective actions, and monitoring
for timely detection of triggers. Impacts to be addressed must include, but not be
limited to: direct disturbance, sedimentation and erosion, and spread and
distribution of disease cause by Phytophthora cinnamomi and Chytrid Fungus.
The FFMP must demonstrate how the impacts set out in condition 1 will not be
exceeded.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
2.1 Golden Plains Wind Farm overview

The Project involves the establishment of a wind energy facility (WEF) including wind turbines and associated
electrical infrastructure on 16,723 ha to the west, south and south-east of Rokewood, a small rural town in the Shire
of Golden Plains, approximately 60 km north-west of Geelong.
The site is located on land that is primarily used for agricultural purposes and has been substantially modified over
time due to agricultural operations such as broad acre cropping and livestock grazing.

2.2 Existing Site Conditions

The Project site comprises an undulating landscape dissected by drainage lines, with basalt outcrops associated with
the volcanic geology of the area. Basalt outcrops feature more in the south-east of the site than the north-west. The
main waterways that traverse the site are Ferrers Creek, Mia Mia Creek, Kuruc-a-Ruc Creek (Meadows Creek) and
Mount Misery Creek (also known as Little Woady Yaloak Creek), while several ephemeral and unnamed watercourses
were also noted.
Most of the study area is used for agriculture, with a combination of cropping (cereal and canola) and livestock
(primarily sheep) grazing. This land use pattern has meant that on private land in many areas in the south-east of the
site a mosaic of remnant vegetation associated with rocky areas often persists surrounded by areas that have been
cropped or cultivated and sown to pasture. In the north-west of the site, there are fewer rocky outcrops and other
obstacles, meaning entire paddocks have been cropped or improved. Remnant native vegetation is therefore
generally limited to large blocks in paddocks that have not been cropped or improved as opposed to the mosaic of
small patches found in the south-east. The native vegetation on private land varies in quality between areas that have
been heavily grazed and may only support one or two indigenous plant species, and sizeable areas of high-quality
native vegetation with high species diversity.
The site and transport routes include several roadsides, and some of these (particularly where a wider road reserve
exists) support high-quality remnant native vegetation, including threatened species records.

2.3 Project Works Footprint

The Project Works Footprint is defined as the extent of all works that are required for the Project. GPWFM has worked
closely with contractors and consultants to define appropriate work areas and corridors that provide adequate space
for all construction activities. The Project Works Footprint associated with each piece of infrastructure is detailed
below.

2.3.1 WTG Foundations and Hardstands

WTG foundation and hardstand footprints have been defined in consultation with the Project’s wind turbine supplier
who has extensive experience in the construction of wind farms in Victoria. The footprints developed for the Project
provide sufficient space for permanent infrastructure as well as crane operations, temporary ground disturbance,
material storage and wind turbine component delivery and assembly.

2.3.2 Access Tracks

Corridor widths between 12m and 20m have been applied to tracks depending on their intended use. The corridor
widths are sufficient to allow for the trafficable carriageway, drainage, earthworks and any ancillary works.

2.3.3 Underground Cabling

GPWFM has applied a 15m works corridor centered on each underground cable. This corridor will provide sufficient
space for all plant and machinery that are expected to be used on site during construction and operation. In general,
cabling has been routed around rocky areas to minimise impacts of flora and fauna species.
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2.3.4 Overhead Transmission Lines and associated support structures

GPWFM has designed the transmission line route, pole locations and associated works areas to minimise impacts on
flora and fauna. GPWFM has allocated a 12m width for transmission line access tracks for use during construction and
operation as well as a 40m x 40m hardstand at the base of each pole that will be used during construction.

2.3.5 Permanent Infrastructure: Terminal Station, Collector Stations, Operations & Maintenance Facilities,
Battery Energy Storage Systems
The footprint of each piece of permanent infrastructure has been informed through several iterations of design and
the final footprints are sufficient to contain all works. Where required, additional temporary works areas adjacent to
the infrastructure have been identified and surveyed.

2.3.6 Temporary Works Areas: Site Compounds, Equipment laydown areas, Concrete Batching Plants

The location and footprints of all temporary works areas will provide sufficient space for all proposed works, including
site compounds, equipment storage and temporary concrete batching plants.

2.3.7 Additional buffers

In accordance with the Project’s EPBC Approval, the surveys undertaken for the Project included a further 20m buffer
around the Project Works Footprint. This additional buffer ensures that all sensitive flora and fauna in or adjacent to
the Project footprint is surveyed and appropriately managed.

2.4 Staging

The Permit allows the Project to be constructed in Stages. This FFMP has been developed on the basis that
construction shall be completed in two Stages as shown by Figure 2-1. Each Stage shall consist of:
 Stage 1: 122 WTGs and ancillary infrastructure
 Stage 2: 93 WTGs and ancillary infrastructure.
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Figure 2-1: Project Staging
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3 SIGNIFICANT FLORA AND FAUNA ON SITE

The Project site has been the subject of detailed flora and fauna assessments which are documented in the report
Golden Plains Wind Farm Environment Effects Statement - Biodiversity Assessment, Volume A: Main Report prepared
by BL&A (2018). The report identified known or potential habitat for listed flora and fauna species across the wind
farm site, the occurrence of which are summarised below.
Since the approval of the Project, the layout has been revised to accommodate turbine-free areas within Brolga
breeding home ranges. As a result, some turbines, access tracks and underground cables have been moved into areas
that required re-surveying for significant flora and fauna species. An iterative approach has been taken whereby
ongoing surveys have allowed the Project layout to be continually refined to avoid and minimise impacts on flora and
fauna.
The various surveys that have been undertaken provide complete coverage of the Project footprint and include a 20m
buffer beyond the extent of works as required by the EPBC Approval.

3.1 Flora species

The Project’s Biodiversity Assessment (BL&A 2018) identified that there were records of, or there was potential
suitable habitat for 17 flora species listed under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and 22 flora species listed under the Victorian Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988
(FFG Act). 15 species were listed under both Acts.
The likelihood of occurrence analysis (BL&A 2018) indicated that 17 listed flora species were likely to occur or had the
potential to occur within the wind farm site. These species are listed in Table 3-1. The majority of these species were
not recorded within the Project’s investigation area.
Table 3-1: Listed flora species

Common Name

Status

Result of Surveys

FFG Act listed

Recorded within the investigation
area

FFG Act listed

Not recorded during targeted
surveys

FFG Act listed

Not recorded during targeted
surveys

Small Golden Moths

EPBC Act listed (endangered)

(Diuris basaltica )

FFG Act listed

Recorded within the investigation
area

Clumping Golden Moths

FFG Act listed

Not recorded during targeted
surveys

EPBC Act listed (vulnerable)

Recorded within the investigation
area

Clover Glycine

EPBC Act listed (vulnerable)

(Glycine latrobeana)

FFG Act listed

Not recorded during targeted
surveys

White Sunray

EPBC Act listed (endangered)

(Leucochrysum albicans var. tricolor)

FFG Act listed

(Scientific Name)
Small Milkwort
(Comesperma polygaloides)
Small Scurf-pea
(Cullen parvum)
Tough Scurf-pea
(Cullen tenax)

(Diuris gregaria)
Trailing Hop-bush
(Dodonaea procumbens)
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Common Name

(Scientific Name)
Spiny Rice-flower
(Pimelea spinescens subsp.
Spinescens)
Shelford Leek-orchid

Status

Result of Surveys

EPBC Act listed (critically
endangered)

Recorded within the investigation
area

FFG Act listed
FFG Act listed

Not recorded during targeted
surveys

Fragrant Leek-orchid

EPBC Act listed (endangered)

(Prasophyllum suaveolens)

FFG Act listed

Not recorded during targeted
surveys

Hairy Tails

FFG Act listed

Not recorded during targeted
surveys

Button Wrinklewort

EPBC Act listed (endangered)

(Rutidosis leptorhynchoides)

FFG Act listed

Not recorded during targeted
surveys

Large-headed Fireweed

EPBC Act listed (endangered)

(Senecio macrocarpus)

FFG Act listed

Swamp Fireweed

EPBC Act listed (vulnerable)

Not recorded during targeted
surveys

FFG Act listed

Not recorded during targeted
surveys

Swamp Everlasting

EPBC Act listed (vulnerable)

(Xerochrysum palustre)

FFG Act listed

Not recorded during targeted
surveys

(Prasophyllum fosteri)

(Ptilotus erubescens)

(Senecio psilocarpus)
Basalt Sun-orchid
(Thelymitra gregaria)

Not recorded during targeted
surveys

As noted above, one flora species listed under both Acts (Spiny Rice-flower), one listed under the EPBC Act (Trailing
Hop-bush) and one listed as threatened under the FFG Act (Small Milkwort) were recorded during field surveys. The
Project’s layout has been adjusted to avoid all identified individuals.
The locations of threatened flora species recorded in the investigation area are included in the maps that form part of
the Project’s Native Vegetation Plan (Nature Advisory, 2020). Details of the threatened flora species recorded
including their locations are discussed below.
 Spiny Rice-flower (EPBC and FFG Act listed) – A total of 220 Spiny Rice-flower plants have been recorded
within the wind farm investigation area, almost all of which (215) were surveyed along Geggies Road. This
includes a large population of 172 plants on Geggies Road (most of which were on the east side of the road),
centred approximately 3.8 kilometres south of Rokewood-Shelford Road. This extensive population comprised
many mature healthy plants, as well as a large number of younger recruits.
The other five small Spiny Rice-flower plants were recorded in private property approximately one kilometre
west of Geggies Road.
All impacts to Spiny Rice-flower have been avoided.
 Trailing Hop-bush (EPBC Act listed) – Seven Trailing Hop-bush plants have been recorded within the wind farm
investigation area, all of which were recorded within vegetation on public roadsides, mostly on the west side
Commercial In Confidence
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of Boyles Road, with one plant recorded on Pitfield-Cressy Road. Trailing Hop-bush plants recorded on Boyles
Road were large well-established individuals measuring up to 0.5 metres in height and sprawling outwards.
All impacts to Trailing Hop-bush have been avoided.
 Small Milkwort (FFG Act listed) – 22 Small Milk-wort plants were recorded in the wind farm investigation area.
These were all recorded in one location in the southern part of Geggies Road.
All impacts to Small Milkwort have been avoided.
 Small Golden Moths (EPBC and FFG Act listed) – 5 Small Golden Moth plants were recorded in the wind farm
investigation area. These were all recorded in one location at the corner of Mill Road and Rokewood-Skipton
Road.
All impacts to Small Golden Moths have been avoided.

3.1.1 Transmission line and interface with existing 500kV line

The footprint associated with transmission line and 500kV interface works had not been determined at the time of the
initial targeted flora surveys for the Project being undertaken, and as such condition 50a of the Planning Permit
required pre‐construction targeted flora surveys to be undertaken for EPBC and FFG Act listed flora species within the
works areas.
Surveys of the transmission line location were finalised in October 2020 and the results were consolidated with the
previous surveys of the Project site.
As all the vegetation to be removed in these locations is Heavier-soils Plains Grassland (EVC 132_61), the likelihood of
occurrence undertaken for the Biodiversity assessment (BL&A 2018) indicates that these locations could provide
habitat for the following 15 listed species:
















Small Milkwort
Small Scurf-pea
Tough Scurf-pea
Small Golden Moths
Clumping Golden Moths
Trailing Hop-bush
Clover Glycine
White Sunray
Spiny Rice-flower
Shelford Leek-orchid
Fragrant Leek-orchid
Hairy Tails
Button Wrinklewort
Large-headed Fireweed
Basalt Sun-orchid

Surveys were undertaken in three separate periods (in April to August as well as October and December) to cover the
appropriate survey time for all listed flora species.

3.1.2 Quarry site

The original on-site quarry location has been abandoned due to site constraints and GPWFM is currently seeking
alternate sites. Any proposal relating to a quarry will be subject to a separate application and assessment under the
Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990 and is therefore beyond the scope of this Plan.
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Given the impacts of the quarry will be assessed under a separate process, there is no requirement for pre‐
construction targeted flora surveys to be undertaken in accordance with condition 50b of the Permit.

3.2 Striped Legless Lizard

There is potential for the Striped Legless Lizard (SLL) (Delma impar), listed as Vulnerable under the EPBC Act, to occur
within the proposed Project site given the presence of potentially suitable habitat in areas of remnant native
grassland.
A habitat survey identified areas of native and non-native vegetation that could support the SLL within the Project site.
This was followed by a targeted survey using the tile grid method to verify the presence or absence of this species in
the study area (BL&A 2018).
Ten tile grids were located on private and public land in July 2016 generally in the central and eastern portions of the
wind farm site and monitored during spring/summer 2016 at fortnightly intervals. The survey locations are considered
to be representative of the entire Project site and the results can be extrapolated to represent similar habitats
throughout the final layout.
The targeted survey was undertaken in sites identified as being potentially suitable SLL habitat, with a good cover of
basaltic surface rock, cracking soils and dense tussock-forming grasses. Sites used were identified as being of low to
moderate quality for SLL with each missing at least one key habitat feature described.
Two grids were located approximately 100 metres into private property towards the north and south ends of Geggies
Road, within the wind farm boundary, and a third on a road reserve at the southern end of Geggies Road. Six grids
were placed throughout private property near Gumley South Road and one placed on private property at the northern
end of Wingeel Road.
An established population of SLL was detected across the proposed wind farm during tile grid surveys in 2016. A total
of 45 observations of SLL were recorded during the tile grid survey with at least one observation occurring at every tile
grid location.
This species is expected to occur in other areas of suitable habitat within the study area. Suitable areas of habitat
include Plains Grassland (EVC 132_61) and all such vegetation within the development footprint has been assumed to
support this species.
Impacts on SLL have been mitigated through the application of the ‘avoid’ and ‘minimise’ principles during the design
of the project with a particular focus on avoiding impacts on high quality native vegetation. As shown in the Native
Vegetation Plan, small patches of Plains Grassland will be removed, most of which is likely to be habitat for this
species. The retention of the remaining habitat (estimated to be between 4,500 and 6,000 hectares) will ensure the
survival of the local and regional population of the SLL in the future.
The following measures will ensure the remaining habitat is appropriately protected during construction:
 All Plains Grassland vegetation (Striped Legless Lizard habitat) to be retained that is in or near a works area
will be marked on construction drawings, included in pre-start briefings, and clearly delineated as a ‘no-go’
zone on-ground (such as with temporary fencing and flagging, as well as signage).
 All temporary construction disturbance areas are to be located in existing cleared areas to avoid additional
removal of remnant vegetation and mature trees.
These measures are further discussed in section 4.1.
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3.3 Fat Tailed Dunnart and Tussock Skink

The survey above for SLL is also suitable for detecting Fat-tailed Dunnart (Sminthopsis crassicaudata) and Tussock
Skink (Pseudemoia pagenstecheri) which often utilise the same habitats as SLL. A number of individuals of both species
were identified during SLL surveys at the wind farm site.
Both species are listed as Lower Risk - Near Threatened on DELWP’s threatened species advisory list.

3.4 Growling Grass Frog

The review of existing information and field assessment indicated that Growling Grass Frog (Litoria rniformis), listed as
Vulnerable under the EPBC Act, occurred or was likely to occur in the wind farm site.
The Growling Grass Frog was recorded incidentally from some of the wetlands and drainage lines within the study
area. Suitable habitat for this species includes areas of permanent wetlands with emergent and fringing vegetation
and drainage channels (permanent and ephemeral) for dispersing between these areas of suitable habitat. A number
of VBA records also exist outside of the boundary of the wind farm.
Targeted surveys were not considered to be required as no construction or other works will be undertaken in or near
these wetlands. Further, most of the habitat lies within the turbine exclusion buffer to minimise impacts on Brolga.

3.5 Golden Sun Moth

One EPBC Act listed species of invertebrate, the Golden Sun Moth, listed as Critically Endangered, was considered to
potentially occur in the radius of investigation due to the presence of suitable habitat and 65 records from the
Victorian Biodiversity Atlas.
The Golden Sun Moth was recorded incidentally during vegetation surveys in the road reserve along RokewoodShelford Road and on private properties off Bells Road and Boyles Road. This species is expected to occur in other
areas of suitable habitat within the study area. Suitable areas of habitat include Plains Grassland (EVC 132_61) and all
such vegetation within the development footprint has been assumed to support this species. While it is noted that
Golden Sun Moth have also been known to occur in particular non-native grass species (namely Chilean Needle Grass),
this species of non-native grass was not recorded within the Project boundary. Therefore, it is considered unlikely that
GSM utilised non-native grassland within the site.
Impacts on this species have been mitigated through the application of the ‘avoid’ and ‘minimise’ principles during the
design of the Project with a particular focus on avoiding impacts on high quality native vegetation. As shown in the
Native Vegetation Plan, small patches of Plains Grassland will be removed, most of which is likely to be habitat for this
species. The retention of the remaining habitat (estimated as 4,500 and 6,000 hectares) will ensure the survival of the
local and regional population of the moth in the future.
The following measures will ensure the remaining habitat is appropriately protected during construction:
 All Plains Grassland vegetation (Golden Sun Moth habitat) to be retained that is in or near a works area will be
marked on construction drawings, included in site inductions, and clearly delineated as a ‘no-go’ zone onground (such as with temporary fencing and flagging, as well as signage).
 All temporary construction disturbance areas are to be located in existing cleared areas to avoid additional
removal of remnant vegetation and mature trees.
These measures are further discussed in Section 4.1.

3.6 Yarra Pygmy Perch

The Yarra Pygmy Perch (Nannoperca obscura) is listed as vulnerable under the EPBC Act and was historically recorded
from waterways that run though the wind farm site specifically on the Woady Yaloak River/Creek (Mount Misery
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Creek) and the Kuruc-A-Ruc Creek. It is likely to occur in at least these two waterways on the site based on records on
these waterways beyond the site.
All turbines are well separated (>100 m) from these waterways and any construction works (for example, construction
of access tracks or cabling) within 50 metres of the above-mentioned waterways will be subject to sediment control
measures in the Construction Environmental Management Plan which will provide suitable protection from impacts
on the habitat.
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4 MANAGEMENT AND MITIGATION MEASURES

Environmental constraints are factored into the detailed design of all Project infrastructure including, but not limited
to, hardstands, access tracks, turbine footings, and compound/site facilities. Where practical, areas of native
vegetation and potential fauna habitat have been avoided.
All areas of native vegetation and potential fauna habitat within the Project footprint that are to be retained will be
clearly marked on valid construction drawings that are issued for construction.
Construction drawings are controlled in accordance with the Contractor’s quality management systems and are the
primary medium for setting out and ensuring construction is in accordance with the design and in turn the constraints.
Further management and mitigation measures to protect native vegetation and fauna habitat to be retained are
detailed in the following sections. The key management and mitigation measures to be implemented are:
Restriction of unauthorised access to protected areas.
 Provision of signage, fencing and flagging to deter prohibited activities.
 Limiting of all machinery and vehicular traffic only to the Project footprint and areas free of native vegetation.
 Temporary fencing and signage of retained native vegetation adjacent to defined impact areas.
 Rehabilitation of temporary construction zones via direct seeding of appropriate pasture grasses or native
grasses (if in areas of native vegetation).
 Induction of all staff and contractors into the prescriptions of this plan before accessing the site.
 Appropriate management of all rubbish and construction waste during the construction phase of the project.
 Appropriate wash down procedures for vehicles, plant and equipment to prevent the spread of weeds and/or
diseases during the construction and operational phases of the project.

4.1 Procedures to protect native vegetation and fauna habitat to be retained
4.1.1 Construction Phase

 Prior to entering the site for the first time, all personnel will participate in a site induction. The induction will
include information relating to the protection of native vegetation including no-go zones and weed and
pathogen control.
 All native vegetation and habitat to be retained will be clearly marked on construction drawings as ‘no-go’
zones.
 All vehicles, plant and non-authorised personnel are to remain outside protected areas at all times.
 Prior to construction, fencing, flagging or similar will be erected around native vegetation and habitat to be
retained that occurs inside or within 5m of to the defined Project footprint and clearly signed for protection
(see examples in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2). Fencing and flagging will be erected at least 1 metre outside the
perimeter of each patch and be clearly signed ‘No-Go Zone’. Additional fencing or flagging is not required
where existing fencing, stone walls or other physical barriers provide suitable protection for native vegetation.
 Where ground disturbance works are proposed with 10m of a “no-go zone”, and where runoff from a works
area may impact a protected area, the protected area(s) will be protected from sediment and erosion through
the use of temporary sediment and erosion controls such as sediment barriers or coir logs (see Figure 4-3).
 No ground disturbance works will be undertaken in “no-go” zones. Access to “No-Go Zones” will be limited to
zero-impact activities including but not limited to flora and fauna surveys, topographic/feature surveys, visual
inspections and use of taglines during crane operations. Access to “No-Go Zones” will be limited to approved
personnel only and controlled/approved by the Site Manager.
 No turning points will be created in the “No-Go Zones”. Turning points will take advantage of existing
driveways or roads, or will be established in areas where no native vegetation or potential habitat is present.
 Parking areas, equipment laydowns and storage areas will be established away from sensitive areas, in areas
that are clear of native vegetation.
 All machinery will enter and exit works sites along defined routes that do not impact on native vegetation or
cause soil disturbance and weed spread.
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 Where possible without promoting habitat for pest species, surface and embedded rocks will not be removed
from the site. Where possible, rocks will be reintroduced when they are removed temporarily.
 Rubbish/construction waste will be stored away from sensitive areas. Regular monitoring will confirm that no
rubbish/construction waste is being stored adjacent to sensitive areas.
 Works, vehicle parking or stockpiling of materials outside the Project Works Footprint may be required on an
ad-hoc basis during construction. Works will be sited in consultation with a suitably qualified ecologist to
confirm that the works do not impact on any sensitive areas.
 All vehicles, plant and machinery brought onto the site and travelling between farming properties will be
washed down to control spread of weeds and pathogens as well as Phytophthora cinnamomi and Chytrid
Fungus. Wash-down procedures are included in Section 4.2.
 A program of spot spraying of any noxious weeds will be implemented throughout construction.

Figure 4-1: Example of fencing appropriate for "No-go Zones"

Figure 4-2: Examples of flagging appropriate for "No-go Zones"
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Figure 4-3: Examples of sediment and erosion controls

4.1.2 Operational phase

 A program of spot spraying of any noxious weeds will be implemented throughout the operational phases
around turbines, access tracks and ancillary infrastructure.
 When working near protected areas, all site personnel and contractors will wherever possible remain on
established access tracks at all times and not venture into protected areas. Site inductions undertaken by the
site manager (or equivalent site based role) will ensure personnel do not venture beyond the established wind
farm infrastructure unless with the express permission of the site manager.

4.2 Wash-down procedures
1. A careful check of machinery/equipment to identify those areas of highest concern, and the most appropriate
decontamination methods.
2. Removal of soil and debris from tools, equipment and machinery. This can include one or a combination of
the following (DEDJTR 2017). The most appropriate method(s) will depend on the nature of the machinery,
vehicle, piece of equipment, where it is coming from, what is has been used for and whether any attached
soil, dust or weed propagules were identified:
a. Physical removal: Often undertaken prior to or at the completion of wash down or air blast. A hard
bristle brush may be essential for more difficult soil, paying particular attention to the tyres, tracks
and undercarriage of vehicles and machinery. Boots will be scrubbed clean; hands and other body
parts may also need cleaning. (DEDJTR 2009).
b. Wash-down: achieved by applying water at a high pressure using a pressure cleaner or spray tank and
pump. Pressure hosing with water will be sufficient to remove debris from most tools, equipment and
machinery (DEDJTR 2009).
c. Air blast: assists decontamination in hard to reach areas by using a compressor with hose.
d. Vacuuming: can help remove contaminants from the interior surfaces of machinery.
3. Disinfection by spraying an appropriate disinfectant at the recommended strength to the cleaned boots, tools,
equipment or machinery. This could include bleach diluted to 1% active sodium hypochlorite (Farm
Biosecurity 2012) or commercial disinfectants that meet the federal Department for Agriculture and Water
Resources standards for broad spectrum disinfectants (DAWR 2017).
Wash-down can be undertaken at a wash-down bay or using a mobile wash-down kit appropriate to the type of work
being undertaken and the biosecurity risks present. For example, a mobile wash-down kit that can be kept in a light
vehicle may contain a hard bristle brush for removing soil from tyres and boots, and a disinfection spray pack.
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Wash-down bays will be fit for purpose and will allow for inspection and cleaning of vehicles, plant and equipment.
Runoff from wash-downs will be captured and directed to a tank or sump of sufficient capacity to capture all
wastewater and solids.
Figure 4-4 illustrates some of the critical contamination areas for vehicles and machinery.

Figure 4-4: Critical contamination areas for vehicles and machinery (DEDJTR 2009)

4.3 Inductions

A site induction of all construction and site personnel will be undertaken to ensure the protocols defined in this plan
are understood and implemented.
Inductions will occur across both the construction and operations phases of the Project and will continue for the life of
the Project.

4.4 Monitor and Review

Monitoring will be undertaken weekly during construction by the environmental representative or site manager for:
 Integrity of the fencing/flagging protecting sensitive areas (“No Go Zone” fences and flags);
 Integrity of sediment barriers/erosion controls protecting sensitive areas;
 Adherence to “No Go Zones” by construction personnel;
 Outbreaks of noxious weeds on or near the project footprint;
 Adherence to vehicle/plant wash-down requirements;
 Adherence to the commitment of no unpermitted impacts occurring to native vegetation and habitat that is
to be retained; and
 Storage of rubbish/construction waste away from native vegetation and fauna habitat to be retained.
The monitoring activity will be detailed in a site log and reviewed monthly by the environmental representative for the
site. The following information is to be recorded for all relevant observations within the site:
 Date;
 The type of observation (Incidental observation/ survey/ controlled action);
 A brief description of the observation/ activity (e.g. the location, extent and cover of the noxious weed
infestation or rubbish);
 The person reporting;
 Whether follow-up mitigation measures are required; and
 The method of any follow-up mitigation measures and date completed (where required).
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4.5 Specific Measures for Striped Legless Lizard

The avoidance of impacts to high quality native vegetation have greatly assisted in reducing the potential SLL habitat
affected by the Project. Small areas of suitable habitat are proposed to be removed as shown in the Golden Plains
Wind Farm Native Vegetation Plan. Given the small percentage of habitat removal compared to the thousands of
hectares of suitable habitat in the area, a long-term impact to the population of this species is not expected.
As noted previously, all native vegetation and Striped Legless Lizard habitat to be retained adjacent to construction
works is to be marked on construction drawings, included in site inductions, and clearly delineated as a ‘no-go’ zone
on-ground through temporary fencing or flagging, as well as signage.
Further, all temporary construction disturbance areas are to be located in existing cleared areas to avoid additional
removal of habitat.
Further mitigation measures to avoid any unplanned or accidental impacts upon SLL and other grassland species are
provided below.

4.5.1 Training of construction personnel

A requirement of the Permit is that construction personnel are trained in the recognition of the SLL prior to
commencing of work on site. The purpose of this is to empower construction personnel to identify and report the
occurrence of this species during works so that the salvage/relocation protocol in Section 4.5.5 can be implemented
immediately in the event that the species is detected.
The compulsory site induction for all personnel accessing site will include a section that specifically addresses SLL.
This section will:
 Inform staff of the relevant planning permit conditions and of the legal obligations of the construction
contractor (on behalf of GPWFM);
 Train staff in identification of the SLL (see brochures in Appendix B);
 Inform staff of the existence of and general measures in the salvage/relocation protocol (Section 4.5.5); and
 Inform staff of reporting procedures, responsible personnel and lines of communication in an event of the
species being detected.
Information brochures have been prepared on this species and will be available to all on-site personnel. The brochures
provide a physical description of the species, as well as information relating to their population distribution, habitat
and similar species. The salvage/relocation protocol is summarised below.

4.5.2 Detection procedure

The following procedure will apply if any SLL individuals (dead or alive) are discovered or sightings of SLL are made at
before or during construction on the site:
 Construction works in the vicinity of the sighting must be halted immediately;
 Construction personnel are to immediately notify the person responsible for the Project’s environmental
compliance, who must be familiar with the salvage/relocation protocol; and
 The salvage/relocation protocol described in Section 4.5.5 must be implemented in its entirety before
construction works can re-commence in the specific patch of potential habitat or in the identified locality.

4.5.3 Open Trench Procedure

During construction, the procedure described below will apply where pits for turbine structures or trenching for
underground power cables, are left open overnight or longer.
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 Where practicable, pits and trenches left open overnight will have a low fence constructed around them or
will be boarded over temporarily to prevent access by ground-dwelling fauna.
 All trenches and pits will include earth ramps and/or vegetation ladders to allow trapped fauna to escape.
 If a pit/trench is to remain unfilled for more than 24 hours, daily inspections will be undertaken to check for
trapped fauna.
 Before works recommence, each open pit/trench will be inspected to ensure that no trapped fauna remains in
the pit/trench.
 All collected fauna will be salvaged and relocated to habitats as set out in the salvage/relocation protocol in
Section 4.5.5.

4.5.4 Habitat management measures

Management measures designed to reduce the direct and indirect effects of construction activities on fauna habitats
in the area are described below. These measures will apply to suitable SLL habitat, and all areas of surface rock.
 In suitable SLL habitats affected by construction, surface rocks and/or logs will be replaced after construction
works where disturbed areas are not covered permanently by infrastructure.
 Best practice weed, erosion and sediment control by an experienced practitioner, will be carried out along
disturbed areas after construction to control any weed outbreaks associated with construction. Control
targets and measures will be outlined in the Construction Environmental Management Plan.

4.5.5 Salvage and relocation procedures

Salvage and translocation of SLL is currently suspended in Victoria pending the outcome of a departmental review of
the technique. Previously, salvage was undertaken in accordance with the Operational Plan prepared by the
Department of Environment and Sustainability (DSE, 2011), now the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning (DELWP), which described the procedure to determine priority areas for SLL and outlined a protocol for the
salvage.
The development footprint of the wind farm is not expected to have significant impacts on SLL habitat, as the majority
of the development consists of linear tracks and cable trenches which intersect with small areas of suitable habitat.
Therefore, it is considered reasonable to relocate animals a short distance (generally <100m) to adjacent suitable
habitat out of the impact zone rather than translocate species to a designated release site away from the Project.
This salvage/relocation protocol will operate under Victorian (Wildlife Act 1975) and Commonwealth (Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999) permits relating to the salvage of SLLs. These specify reporting
requirements that will be complied with.
Where animal handling is required, it must be done under licence under the Wildlife Act 1975. A licence for any fauna
salvage work would be required from DELWP under this Act and will be applied.
The salvage/relocation operation is to be performed in areas of suitable SLL habitat mapped native grassland that are
approved for removal by the responsible authority. These habitats can be viewed in the BL&A (2018) Biodiversity
Assessment – Figure 14. This protocol has been developed as a precautionary measure due to this species being
cryptic and suitable habitat being present on the site.
A qualified zoologist with relevant herpetological expertise will undertake the salvage operation. Any other person to
assist in salvage works will work under the close supervision of the individuals listed on the licence.
The following procedures will be implemented if SLL are found during salvage:
 Document details for each individual SLL salvaged including location (using GPS, accurate to within +/- 5
metres), on the collection record data sheet provided in Appendix 1.
 Any SLL caught during salvage are to be held individually in securely tied calico bags. Cloth bags will be used
with seams on the outside to avoid entanglement of SLL in loose threads.
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 Captured SLL will be released immediately, in nearby habitat that will not be impacted by the proposed works.
This includes dense vegetation, under rocks or under woody debris. Care will be taken to minimise
disturbance of habitat features to prevent impacting other SLL which may be within the area.
 All animals found during construction are to be relocated away from the impact zone at a minimum distance
of 30m and safely moved to nearby suitable habitat within 100m of the initial point of capture.
 The precise location to which SLL would be relocated will depend on the availability, size and condition of the
habitat. Ideally it will be as close as possible to where the animal originated and preferably within the same
linking patch of habitat.
 During salvage works, any incidentally captured fauna such as other reptile species, frogs or mammals, will
also be removed from harm.
 Should any SLL be found within the works zone, construction will be halted temporarily within a 30m buffer
area around the affected area and DELWP will be notified within 24 hours.
 Once relocation is complete, works may re-commence.
If injured or dead animals are detected during the salvage operation, then the following must be adopted:
 Expeditiously deliver any obviously injured SLL to the nearest veterinarian clinic for treatment. The animal is
to be kept in sheltered, warm and quiet conditions, preferably within the construction site offices. During
transportation, the container housing the animal is to be secured within the vehicle (e.g. wedged between the
front and back seat or tightly strapped to a seat) with minimal noise.
 On-site euthanasia may be appropriate on welfare grounds in circumstances where animals have sustained
obviously severe abdominal or head injuries that are preventing normal movement and righting reflex, or
organs are exposed and there is obvious bleeding. In-field euthanasia will be carried out by a sudden crushing
blow to the head and decapitation. Note that tail loss (autotomy) as a natural anti-predator mechanism may
occur and does not constitute injury.
 Retain preserved specimen of whole or any part of SLL recovered dead, including autotomised tails, and offer
them to Museums Victoria along with adequate labelling and collection information (see Appendix 1).
The relocation of animals is subject to the reporting requirements of a Management Authorisation issued under the
Wildlife Act 1975. The operations supervisor will report activities to the DELWP in a manner and timeframe specified
by the Wildlife Act 1975 licence requirements. The report will include:







Area of potential habitat salvaged;
Number of individuals found;
Number relocated;
Relocation sites; and
Number of dead specimens.
Records of non-target species are to be kept (location, species, number of individuals etc.) and forwarded to
DELWP.

In addition to the salvage/relocation protocol for the SLL, a protocol has been developed for the handling and
relocation of the Fat-tailed Dunnart (FTD). The following procedures need to be followed:
 Capture any FTD. Minimise stress by placing a towel or blanket over the animal, then gently place in a wellventilated box or calico bag.
 Captured FTD will be released immediately, in nearby habitat that will not be impacted by the proposed
works. FTD will be released under rocks or under woody debris. Care will be taken to minimise disturbance of
habitat features to prevent impacting other FTD within the area.
 The precise location to which FTD would be relocated will depend on the availability, condition of the habitat.
Ideally it will be as close as possible to where the animal originated and preferably within the same linking
patch of habitat.
 All animals found during construction are to be relocated away from the impact zone at a minimum distance
of 30m and safely moved to nearby suitable habitat within 100m of the initial point of capture.
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Other fauna found during the above salvage operations would be subject to the same relocation measures described
for FTD.
This salvage protocol operates under Victorian and Commonwealth permits relating to the salvage of SLL. The removal
or relocation of other native fauna species not covered under these permits will need to be considered separately.

4.5.6 Responsibilities

Overall supervision of the salvage operation will be the responsibility of the Proponent. Where relocation of SLL to
adjacent suitable habitat within the Project site is not possible, a qualified zoologist will apply for a Management
Authorisation under the Wildlife Act 1975 to undertake salvage/relocation of SLL at Golden Plains Wind Farm. The
details, including number and date, of this permit will be forwarded to DELWP (advised delegate) before the salvage
operation commences.
A qualified zoologist will provide the following for management of the salvage operation:
 Notify DELWP of the impending SLL salvage/relocation operation prior to commencement of construction.
 Notify DELWP immediately in the event that any other threatened species is encountered during construction.
 If SLL are found during construction, zoologists listed on the licence with relevant herpetological expertise will
undertake the salvage and relocation.
 The relocation of animals is subject to the reporting requirements of a Management Authorisation issued
under the Wildlife Act 1975. The operations supervisor will report activities to the DELWP in a manner and
timeframe specified by the Wildlife Act 1975 requirements.

4.6 Specific Measures for Growling Grass Frog Wetlands

Growling Grass Frog was detected on several wetlands within the wind farm boundary; however, these habitats are
not to be impacted by the wind farm construction and operation and most of the habitat lies within a turbine
exclusion buffer to minimise impacts on Brolga. The sites where the Growling Grass Frog were recorded at the wind
farm site were wetlands 54056 and 54073. See BL&A (2018) Figure 11 for locations of these records. No
infrastructure will be placed within 100 metres of confirmed Growling Grass Frog wetland sites. Impacts on this
species are therefore unlikely to be of consequence for the population of this species in the region.
Six turbines are located within the floodplains of waterways with the closest wind turbine being a minimum of 45
metres away from a minor watercourse. As a precaution, the following mitigation measures will apply to any wind
farm related construction activities taking place within 50 metres of water bodies or drainage lines:
 Where construction occurs within 50 metres of aquatic habitat, ‘no go zones’ will be established to prevent
works from encroaching on the buffer between the approved footprint and the water body or drainage line.
 Best practice erosion control measures will be implemented prior to the commencement of construction
activities and continue throughout the operation of the wind farm. These will be detailed in the Construction
Environmental Management Plan.
 Temporary drift fencing to be installed beside roadways and tracks when in regular use for construction within
50 metres of wetland habitat that has the potential to support Growling Grass Frog. This will mitigate against
road deaths of frogs occurring.
• Drift fence material at least 1 m high to prevent frogs from jumping over;
• Tall vegetation within a metre either side of the fence will be trimmed to prevent frogs from jumping over
the top of the fence;
• The fence will be dug or pegged in so that frogs cannot move underneath the fence and will be kept tight
to avoid sagging; and
• Open trench procedures outlined in Section 4.5.3 will apply.
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Based on this, no direct or indirect impacts are expected on Growling Grass Frog from the construction, maintenance
and operation of the proposed wind farm and the wind farm will not have a significant impact on the Growling Grass
Frog at or in the vicinity of the proposed wind farm site.

4.7 Mitigation via other Plans and Strategies

The Project’s environmental impacts are to be monitored and mitigated via various strategies and plans required for
the Project. Some of these plans and strategies sit outside this FFMP but are integral to the Project’s environmental
management framework.

4.7.1 Native Vegetation Offsets

Native vegetation offsets are being secured in accordance with the Biodiversity Impacts and Offset Requirements
(BIOR) Report prepared for the Project. In accordance with conditions 58 to 61 (inclusive) of the Permit, evidence that
appropriate offsets have been secured will be provided to the responsible authority before construction commences.
An offset strategy is also being prepared in consultation with the Department of Agriculture, Water and the
Environment (Cth) and the offset strategy will be approved and implemented to the satisfaction of the Commonwealth
Minister for the Environment before construction commences.

4.7.2 Bats and Avifauna

Conditions 51 to 53 (inclusive) of the Permit require a separate Bat and Avifauna Management Plan (BAM Plan) to be
developed for the Project. All impacts on bats and avifauna will be managed via the BAM Plan. The BAM Plan will be
approved and endorsed by the responsible authority before construction commences.

4.7.3 Brolga

Conditions 54 and 55 of the Permit require a separate Brolga Monitoring and Compensation Plan (BMCP) to be
developed for the Project. All impacts Brolga will be managed via the BMCP. The BMCP will be approved and endorsed
by the responsible authority before construction commences.

4.7.4 Works on waterways

The Project includes works requiring approval under a Works on Waterways permit issued under the provisions of
section 67 of the Water Act 1989. Where required, permits will be obtained from Corangamite Catchment
Management Authority (CCMA) prior to the commencement of these works. All waterway crossings (including culverts
and bridges) will be designed and constructed to maintain appropriate flow capacity or drainage lines, minimise the
extent of disturbance and vegetation removal within the waterway, minimise barriers to movement of aquatic fauna
and rehabilitate disturbed areas following completion of works to the satisfaction of CCMA.
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5 RESIDUAL IMPACT STATEMENT
5.1 Likelihood of risk determination

A likelihood rating for each identified risk pathway was assigned using the guide in Table 5-1: Likelihood Criteria.
Table 5-1: Likelihood Criteria

Level

Description

Rare

The event may occur only in exceptional circumstances

Unlikely

The event could occur but is not expected

Possible

The event could occur

Likely

The event will probably occur in most circumstances

Almost certain

The event is expected to occur in most circumstances or is planned to occur

5.2 Consequence of risk determination

A consequence rating for each identified risk pathway was assigned using the guide in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2: Consequence criteria of threatened species

Level

Description

Negligible

No habitat to be impact/ No individuals expected to be impacted

Minor

Insignificant amount of habitat loss/ Few individuals impacted

Moderate

Some habitat to be impacted/Moderate number of individuals impacted

Major

Substantial loss of habitat/ Large amount of population impacted

Severe

Majority of habitat lost/ Majority of population impacted

5.3 Risk assessment matrix and risk rating

The consequent and likelihood risks were combined to determine a risk rating to ecological matters from the Project.
The risk matrix in Table 5-3 was used to assign a risk rating for impacts to specific ecological matters prior to the
implementation of mitigation measures.
The resulting residual risk to these matters indicates how the Project’s final development footprint has addressed
avoid and minimise principles. This has been achieved through ongoing consultation and subsequent field surveys by
Nature Advisory.
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Table 5-3: Risk assessment matrix

Consequence rating

Likelihood
rating

Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Major

Severe

Rare

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Unlikely

Very Low

Low

Low

Medium

High

Possible

Low

Low

Medium

High

High

Likely

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Very High

Almost Certain

Low

Medium

High

Very High

Very High

5.4 Residual Impacts to ecological matters
The Project’s Works Footprint has been developed in accordance with accepted ‘avoid and minimise’ principles. The
majority of native vegetation and significant habitat has been avoided through ongoing refinement of the
development layout. Nature Advisory has assessed the Project’s final works footprint against the location of ecological
matters identified on site and has derived the residual impacts, indicated in Table 5-4.
The locations of all EPBC Protected Matters are shown on the plans at Appendix C.
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Table 5-4: Risk assessment of residual impacts

Ecological
matter

Direct loss of
native
vegetation

Occurrence within the study area

Occurring throughout the study area,
with areas of higher quality vegetation
restricted to roadsides and distinct
isolated paddocks.
The majority of the impact occurs on
pastural or cropping farmland devoid of
native vegetation. A majority of the
native vegetation impact is of low quality.

Assessed
Impact

Initial
Risk

Permit:
49.052
ha

High

EPBC:
N/A

Mitigation Measures

Areas of high-quality vegetation have
been identified throughout the mapping
process. A majority of these areas have
since been avoided by numerous layout
changes.

Expected
Residual
Impact

Residual
Risk

Assessment of
Compliance

39.163 ha

Medium



26.057 ha

Medium



This is evident in a final layout footprint
impacting on 39.163 ha (or 20.16%) less
native vegetation than what was
approved under the EES assessment.
The Project accepts that native
vegetation loss is unavoidable in some
localities with these impacts to be offset
in accordance with Project’s offset
strategy.

Natural
Temperate
Grassland of the
Victorian
Volcanic Plain
(NTGVVP)

This listed community is generally
restricted to areas of higher quality
grassland vegetation, which is typically
found on roadsides as well as various
isolated paddocks.
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Permit:
N/A
EPBC:
28.74 ha

Very
High

Areas of this community have been
identified throughout the mapping
process. A majority of these areas have
since been avoided by numerous layout
changes.
The Project accepts that native
vegetation loss is unavoidable in some
localities with these impacts to be offset
in accordance with Project’s offset
strategy.
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Ecological
matter

Seasonal
Herbaceous
Wetland of the
Temperate
Lowland Plains
(SHWTLP)

Occurrence within the study area

Due to initial design constraints of
establishing buffers around Brolga
breeding habitat, this has effectively
eliminated the potential for SHWTLP to
be impacted, as this community is
associated with suitable Brolga habitat.
Some small discrete patches were still
impacted by The Projects infrastructure.

Assessed
Impact

Initial
Risk

Permit:
N/A

Medium

EPBC:
0.82 ha

Mitigation Measures

Discrete areas of this community have
been identified throughout the mapping
process. A majority of these areas have
since been avoided by numerous layout
changes.

Expected
Residual
Impact

Residual
Risk

Assessment of
Compliance

0.601 ha

Low



Nil

Very
Low



This is evident in a final layout footprint
impacting on 0.601 ha of SHWTLP in
comparison to 0.82 ha which what was
approved under the EES assessment.
Unavoidable impact to 0.563 ha is
associated with the removal of two
existing transmission towers, to realign
the transmission line around the wetland.
This is to comply with Conditions 1d and
1e of the Planning Permit. This one
impact area accounts for the majority of
impact to this community.
The Project accepts that native
vegetation loss is unavoidable in some
localities with these impacts to be offset
in accordance with Project’s offset
strategy.

Grassy Eucalypt
Woodland of the
Victorian
Volcanic Plain
(GEWVVP)

GEWVVP was recorded within one
locality, south of the Rokewood
Township, off Meadows Road. This area
was avoided in the initial stages of design
process of The Project.
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Permit:
N/A
EPBC: Nil

Low

Impacts on GEWVVP have been avoided
in accordance with the EPBC Approval by
providing suitable buffer zones and
locating works and infrastructure outside
areas of concern.
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Ecological
matter

Golden Sun
Moth (GSM)
habitat (Plains
Grassland
vegetation, EVC
132_61)

Growling Grass
Frog (GGF)
habitat

Occurrence within the study area

Assessed
Impact

Initial
Risk

The Golden Sun Moth was recorded
incidentally during vegetation surveys in
the road reserve along RokewoodShelford Road and on private properties
off Bells Road and Boyles Road. This
species is expected to occur in other
areas of suitable habitat within the study
area. Suitable areas of habitat include
Plains Grassland (EVC 132_61) and all
such vegetation within the development
footprint has been assumed to support
this species. While it is noted that Golden
Sun Moth have also been known to occur
in particular non-native grass species
(namely Chilean Needle Grass), this
species of non-native grass was not
recorded within the GPWF. Therefore, it
is considered unlikely that GSM utilised
non-native grassland within the site.

Permit:
N/A

High

The Growling Grass Frog was recorded
incidentally from some of the wetlands
and drainage lines within the study area.
Suitable habitat for this species includes
areas of permanent wetlands with
emergent and fringing vegetation and
drainage channels (permanent and
ephemeral) for dispersing between these
areas of suitable habitat. However, these
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EPBC:
44.1 ha

Mitigation Measures

Areas considered as suitable habitat for
Golden Sun Moth have been identified
throughout the mapping process. Some
of these areas have since been avoided
by numerous layout changes.

Expected
Residual
Impact

Residual
Risk

Assessment of
Compliance

36.73 ha

Medium



Nil

Very
Low



This is evident in a final layout footprint
impacting on 36.73 hectares (or 16.7%)
less Plains Grassland (EVC 132_61)
vegetation than what was approved
under the EES assessment.
Mitigation measures to avoid any
significant impacts upon GSM during
construction are provided in Section 3.5.
of this report.
The Project accepts that habitat loss is
unavoidable in some localities with these
impacts to be offset in accordance with
Project’s offset strategy.
Permit:
N/A
EPBC: Nil

Medium

Mitigation measures to avoid any impacts
upon Growling Grass Frog are provided in
detail in Section 4.6 of this report.
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Ecological
matter

Occurrence within the study area

Assessed
Impact

Initial
Risk

Permit:
N/A

High

Mitigation Measures

Expected
Residual
Impact

Residual
Risk

Assessment of
Compliance

36.73 ha

Medium



habitats are not to be impacted by the
wind farm construction and operation
and most of the habitat lies within a
turbine exclusion buffer to minimise
impacts on Brolga. The sites where the
GGF were recorded at the wind farm site
were wetlands 54056 and 54073
Striped Legless
Lizard (SLL)
habitat (Plains
Grassland
vegetation, EVC
132_61)

An established population of SLL was
detected across the proposed wind farm
during tile grid surveys in 2016.
A total of 45 observations of SLL were
recorded during the tile grid survey with
at least one observation occurring at
every tile grid location.
This resulted in all areas of Plains
Grassland (EVC 132_61) being
determined as suitable habitat for Striped
Legless Lizard.

EPBC:
44.1 ha

Areas considered as suitable habitat for
Striped Legless Lizard have been
identified throughout the mapping
process. Some of these areas have since
been avoided by numerous layout
changes.
This is evident in a final layout footprint
impacting on 36.73 hectares (or 16.7%)
less Plains Grassland (EVC 132_61)
vegetation than what was approved
under the EES assessment.
Mitigation measures to avoid any
significant impacts upon SLL species are
provided in detail in Section 4.5 of this
report.
The Project accepts that habitat loss is
unavoidable in some localities with these
impacts to be offset in accordance with
Project’s offset strategy.
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Ecological
matter

Yarra Pygmy
Perch habitat

Plains-wanderer
habitat

Occurrence within the study area

Assessed
Impact

Initial
Risk

Mitigation Measures

Expected
Residual
Impact

Residual
Risk

Assessment of
Compliance

Yarra Pygmy Perch is likely to occur in the
Woady Yaloak River/Creek (Mount
Misery Creek) and the Kuruc A Ruc Creek
within The Projects boundary, based on
records on these waterways beyond the
study area.

Permit:
N/A

Medium

As turbines are well separated (>100 m)
from these waterways, no impacts on this
species or its habitat are expected. Any
construction works within 50 metres of
the above-mentioned waterways will be
subject to sediment control measures in a
Construction Environmental
Management Plan which will provide
suitable protection from impacts on the
habitat.

Nil

Very
Low



Low

Impacts on this species are considered
negligible as several thousand hectares of
potential sparse grassland habitat occurs
on the Project site and only a very small
proportion of this will be removed.
Therefore, extent of impact to habitat has
not been recorded for this species.

Nil

Very
Low



Nil

Very
Low



The Plains-wanderer is unlikely to occur
regularly in at the Project site but may
occur sporadically in very low numbers.

EPBC: Nil

Permit:
N/A
EPBC: Nil

The final layout footprint will impact on
36.73 hectares (or 16.7%) less Plains
Grassland (EVC 132_61) vegetation than
what was approved under the EES
assessment.
Swift Parrot
habitat

The Swift Parrot is likely to occur only
occasionally in the study area due to the
presence of suitable foraging trees. The
Swift Parrot may occasionally forage on
flowering Sugar Gum. Shelter belts of
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Permit:
N/A
EPBC:
N/A

Low

The infrequency and likely small numbers
of Swift Parrot on the wind farm site
make a significant impact from the
Project highly unlikely. Therefore, extent
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Ecological
matter

Occurrence within the study area

Assessed
Impact

Initial
Risk

Sugar Gum have been planted along
fence-lines in the study area. Although
this is not considered core habitat for this
species, with the principal habitats being
further north and east in Victoria (DoEE
2016c), there is potential for it to occur
on rare occasions.
Spiny Riceflower

A total of 220 Spiny Rice-flower plants
have been recorded within the wind farm
investigation area, almost all of which
(215) were surveyed along Geggies Road.
This includes a large population of 172
plants on Geggies Road (most of which
were on the east side of the road),
centred approximately 3.8 kilometres
south of Rokewood-Shelford Road. This
extensive population comprised many
mature healthy plants, as well as a large
number of younger recruits.

7 Trailing Hop-bush plants have been
recorded within the wind farm
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Expected
Residual
Impact

Residual
Risk

Assessment of
Compliance

Nil

Very
Low



Nil

Very
Low



of impact to habitat has not been
recorded for this species.

Permit:
N/A

Very
High

EPBC: Nil

Localities of SRF have been identified
throughout extensive targeted surveys.
All known localities have since been
avoided by numerous layout changes,
particularly where infrastructure crosses
Geggies Road.
The private property where records were
found has since been avoided.
Further mitigation measures will reduce
the residual risk from Low to Very Low, by
physically marking all SRF within 10
meters of The Projects infrastructure
during an additional targeted survey prior
to construction. This will eliminate the
slight inaccuracies of the GPS locations
(<5m).

The other five small Spiny Rice-flower
plants were recorded in private property
approximately one kilometre west of
Geggies Road.

Trailing Hopbush

Mitigation Measures

Permit:
N/A

High

Localities of Trailing Hop-bush have been
identified throughout extensive targeted
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Ecological
matter

Small Milkwort

Occurrence within the study area

Assessed
Impact

investigation area, all of which were
recorded within vegetation on public
roadsides, mostly on the west side of
Boyles Road, with one plant recorded on
Pitfield-Cressy Road.

EPBC: Nil

22 Small Milk-wort plants were recorded
in the wind farm investigation area.
These were all recorded in one location
in the southern part of Geggies Road.

Permit:
N/A

Initial
Risk

Mitigation Measures

Expected
Residual
Impact

Residual
Risk

Assessment of
Compliance

Nil

Very
Low



Nil

Very
Low



surveys. All known localities have since
been avoided by layout changes.
The plants are typically large and easy to
identify in the field, reducing the
likelihood that any individuals were
undetected during targeted surveys.

High

EPBC:
N/A

Localities of Small Milk-wort have been
identified throughout extensive targeted
surveys. All known localities have since
been avoided by layout changes,
particularly where infrastructure crosses
Geggies Road.
Given the restricted occurrence of the
species to one locality, avoidance of this
area has resulted in a residual risk of Very
Low.

Small Golden
Moths

5 Small Golden Moth plants were
recorded in the wind farm investigation
area. These were all recorded in one
location at the corner of Mill Road and
Rokewood-Skipton Road.
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Permit:
N/A
EPBC:
N/A

Medium

Localities of Small Golden Moths have
been identified throughout extensive
targeted surveys. All known localities
have since been avoided by a layout
change, particularly where widening of
Mill Road/ Rokewood-Shelford Road
intersection was proposed
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Ecological
matter

Occurrence within the study area

Assessed
Impact

Initial
Risk

Mitigation Measures

Expected
Residual
Impact

Residual
Risk

Assessment of
Compliance

Nil

Very
Low



Nil

Very
Low



Very
Low

Nil

Very
Low



Very
Low

Nil

Very
Low



The residual risk of impact to the species
has been reduced to Very Low as the low
number of records during surveys
indicates that the species is restricted to
this one locality, which has since been
avoided.
White Sunray

Targeted surveys were undertaken in
accordance with the relevant guidelines.

Permit:
N/A

None of these species were recorded on
the Project site.

EPBC:
N/A

Button
Wrinklewort

Permit:
N/A

Very
Low

Very
Low

The residual risk rating has been
considered very low, given none of these
species were identified throughout
extensive targeted surveys. There is a
negligible likelihood that the species will
be impacted by the Project due to the
lack of records.

EPBC:
N/A
Clover Glycine

Permit:
N/A
EPBC:
N/A

Fragrant Leekorchid

Permit:
N/A
EPBC:
N/A
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Ecological
matter

Occurrence within the study area

Large-headed
Fireweed

Assessed
Impact

Initial
Risk

Permit:
N/A

Mitigation Measures

Expected
Residual
Impact

Residual
Risk

Assessment of
Compliance

Very
Low

Nil

Very
Low



Very
Low

Nil

Very
Low



Very
Low

Nil

Very
Low



Very
Low

Nil

Very
Low



EPBC:
N/A
River Swamp
Wallaby-grass

Permit:
N/A
EPBC:
N/A

Swamp
Everlasting

Permit:
N/A
EPBC:
N/A

Swamp Fireweed

Permit:
N/A
EPBC:
N/A
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5.5 Compliance with Planning Permit and EPBC Approval
The Project’s Planning Permit and EPBC Approval set limits on the level of impact that the Project may have on native
vegetation and Protected Matters. As shown in Table 5-4, the Project’s development footprint complies with all limits
set out in the Permit and EPBC Approval.
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6 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FLORA AND FAUNA MANAGEMENT PLAN

The Project’s compliance with the controls and limits set out in the Permit and EPBC Approval is ultimately the
responsibility of the Proponent, GPWFM. However, during day-to-day construction and operation activities, the
implementation and monitoring of key management measures will be the responsibility of the parties undertaking
works on behalf of GPWFM. Appropriate contractual, monitoring and reporting mechanisms will ensure all parties
comply with the provisions of this FFMP at all times. Table 6-1 sets out the management measures, compliance
indicators, responsibilities and monitoring frequency to mitigate potential impacts on flora and fauna.
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Table 6-1: Management actions and compliance indicators

Sensitive
Ecological
Value

Potential Impacts

Management Measures

Native
vegetation

Damage/disturbance due to
vehicles and machinery



All vehicles to remain within the defined Project
footprint or known areas free of native vegetation.



Where native vegetation to be retained is within 5m of
to the Project footprint, temporary fencing and
signage will be used to clearly identify no-go zones and
prevent access. In instances where existing fencing
provides a suitable barrier, signage will be placed on
the fencing to identify the no-go zone beyond.



No turning points are to be created in the “No Go”
zones. Turning points will take advantage of existing
paddock access points, driveways or roads or areas
free of native vegetation.



No parking areas are to be created in the “No Go”
zones. Parking areas will be established away from
areas of native vegetation.



Areas of vegetation to be removed will be clearly
marked with spray paint and surrounding areas to be
retained will be clearly fenced/flagged and signed for
protection (as described in Task 1).



Only those areas permitted under Permit no.
PA1700266 and the endorsed plans are to be
removed.



All contractors to be trained in issues relating to weed
and pathogen hygiene at a compulsory induction prior
to commencing works.



A program of spot spraying of any noxious weeds will
be implemented throughout construction and
operational phases.

Native
vegetation

Native
vegetation

Damage to native vegetation
to be retained through
permitted native vegetation
removal

Weed and pathogen invasion
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Monitoring
Frequency

Responsibility

Compliance Indicator/s

Construction Principal
Contractor’s environmental
representative

No damage to
vegetation within fenced
protected areas

Weekly during
construction phase

Site surveyor (engaged by
Construction Principal
Contractor)

No removal of additional
vegetation other than
that approved under the
Permit

Once off

During construction phase:
Construction Principal
Contractor’s environmental
representative

Implementation of weed
and pathogen hygiene
procedures

Monitored weekly
and actioned as
required during
construction phase,
quarterly inspections
during operational
phase and actioned
as required.

During operational phase:
Wind Farm Site
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Manager/Operations
Manager
Native
vegetation

Native
Vegetation

Native
Vegetation,
Waterways

Damage/disturbance due to
the dumping of rubbish and
construction wastes

Damage/disturbance due to
storage/stockpiling of
materials.

Damage/contamination due
to spills or mishandling of
concrete slurries, fuels and
wash down materials.
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Integrity of the flagging/fencing of native vegetation
patches adjacent to construction works to be
maintained throughout the construction phase of the
project.



Regular monitoring of rubbish/construction waste
adjacent to works areas.



Any rubbish/construction waste found occurring
within areas of native vegetation and fauna habitat is
to be removed immediately.



All materials, plant and equipment to be
stockpiled/stored in designated areas as shown on
Development Plans, or in clearly marked areas away
from native vegetation.



Clear delineation of “no go” zones near storage areas
using fencing/flagging.



Regular monitoring of storage/stockpile locations
in/near works areas.



Appropriate controls to be established in Project’s
Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP)
and Hazardous Substances Management Plan (HSMP).



All concrete trucks and pumps to be washed out at
designated washout facility at Concrete Batching Plant
and water/slurry retained on-site.



Refuelling to occur only away from drainage lines,
waterways and areas of significant flora and/or fauna
habitat, or in appropriately bunded areas.



Spill kit to be available within 10m of refuelling
activities (e.g. on fuel truck).

Construction Principal
Contractor’s environmental
representative

No rubbish/construction
waste found in “no go”
zones

Weekly during
construction phase

Construction Principal
Contractor’s environmental
representative

No materials, plant or
equipment found in “no
go” zones

Weekly during
construction phase

Construction Principal
Contractor’s environmental
representative

Compliance with control
measures in CEMP and
HSMP.

Weekly during
construction phase

No washout of concrete
trucks or pumps outside
designated areas.
No refuelling outside
designated areas.
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Striped
Legless
Lizard

Mortality of SLL individuals

Damage to suitable habitat

Growling
Grass Frog
Wetlands

Damage to GGF wetlands
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Construction Principal
Contractor’s environmental
representative



Training of construction personnel in ID of the species



Stop work procedures implemented in SLL found
during construction work



Open trench procedures implemented



Salvage and relocation implemented if required

Qualified and licensed
zoologist (engaged by
Construction Principal
Contractor)



Native vegetation adjacent to construction works
suitable for SLL habitat to be retained and fenced with
no-go fencing and signage

Construction Principal
Contractor’s environmental
representative



Any removed embedded or loose rock to be replaced
after construction complete



No construction works undertaken within 100m of
identified GGF wetlands



Suitable protection measures to be implemented at
other wetlands and drainage lines in accordance with
Section 4.6 of this plan.

No SLL mortalities

Daily during
construction phase

No additional SLL habitat
destroyed

Weekly during
construction phase

Temporarily disturbed
SLL habitat replaced
Construction Principal
Contractor’s environmental
representative

Works not undertaken
within 100m of GGF
wetland

Weekly during
construction phase

Suitable protection
measures in place in
accordance with this
plan.
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8 APPENDICES
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: Collection data sheet
GOLDEN PLAINS WIND FARM – SALVAGE PROTOCOL: COLLECTION DATA SHEET
Please fill out all details for individual salvaged. All details are required if a Striped Legless Lizard.
1. Collector:
2. Date:
3. Time:
4. Site/property name:

5. Locality description:

5. Habitat description:

6. Species salvaged:

7. Status (please tick)

□ Alive □ Injured
□ Dead □ Autotomised tail only
□ Euthanised on site
8. If injured, details of Veterinarian transported to:

9. Relocation site description:

10. Distance (metres) from initial point of
capture:

12: GPS coordinates:
Latitude:
Longitude:
11. Describe relocation of animal (e.g. placed under rock in adjacent grassland 30m away)

12. Photograph number:
13. Other notes:
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: Striped Legless Lizard information sheet
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: Protected Matters Mapping
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: Record of public comments and consultation
A draft version of this FFMP was made available for public review and comment from 8 December 2021 to 23
December 2021. The draft was published on the Golden Plains Wind Farm website
(https://www.goldenplainswindfarm.com.au/) and advertised on the Project’s public-facing communications.
The following comments were received from members of the public.
Date

From

Summary of comment

How comment has been
addressed in FFMP

Table to be completed following public consultation period.
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